Terrorists Were Not the Only Cause For the
September 11 Tragedies!
Former federal agents reveal corruption in government
complicity in the 3,000 deaths:
●

●

●

●

●

Documented corruption by CIA, FBI and federal judges that blocked government
agents from reporting criminal and subversive activities, including those related to terrorism and hijackings.
Documented corruption within the Federal Aviation Administration. combined with
incompetence, that permitted 40 years of fatal hijackings and other preventable
tragedies to occur.
Corruption within the Justice Department, including:
❍ Practice of filing sham criminal charges against government agents and others who expose corruption.
❍ False criminal charges against counter-terrorism expert that blocked investigation into the theft of Russian suitcase nuclear bombs, thereby blocking
efforts to halt the thefts and preventing discovery of the terrorist groups that
acquired the weapons.
❍ False criminal charges against head of a multi-agency drug task force that
blocked the investigation into the drug related funding of Jersey City terrorists, who subsequently bombed the World Trade Center in 1993.
❍ False criminal charges against a covert DIA agent who reported the CIADEA drug smuggling operation which facilitated the placement of the bomb
on Pan Am Flight 103 that blew up over Lockerbie.
❍ False criminal charges against former Mossad agent and head of an internaDEFRAUDING
tional investigative firm after he filed a report related to the bombing of Pan
AMERICA
Am Flight 103 similar to what the DIA agent had reported.
❍ Justice Department and CIA personnel who refused in 1995 to accept the
offer of three dozen to 100 Stinger missiles that were offered by Afghani
General Rashid Dostum, and which were then made available to Middle East
terrorists. Details at the following Internet site:
www.defraudingamerica.com/missiles_oct20.html.
Rodney Stich
❍ False criminal charges against a covert CIA operative who testified in federal court about the personnel involved in the operation known as October
Surprise—which consisted of U.S. personnel paying bribes to Iranian terrorists to delay the
release of the 52 American hostages held in Iran.
❍ False criminal contempt of court charges against former federal air safety agent who sought to
report criminal activities in the FAA and other government entities, thereby blocking the exposure of misconduct that continued the conditions that insured the success of the September 11
terrorists, and terrorism yet to occur.
Corrupt Federal Judges Who Repeatedly Blocked Government Agents From Reporting Criminal
Activities in Government Offices, Some Of Which Insured the Success of the 9-11 Hijackers
Federal judges acting in unison with FBI and CIA personnel, and a CIA-front law firm, misusing federal courts to inflict massive personal and financial harm upon a former federal agent for attempting to
provide to a federal court, as required by the federal crime reporting statute, information and evidence of
criminal and subversive activities.
For 20 years, federal judges engaged in a scheme to block the reporting of federal crimes that continue
to inflict great harm upon national interests and upon the lives and the deaths of many people. Details at
www.defraudingamerica.com.

More information can be found at www.defraudingamerica.com and www.unfriendlyskies.com, and in the books
written by former federal air safety inspector Rodney Stich with input from several dozen DEA, FBI, Customs,
and CIA agents, Defrauding America, Drugging America, and Unfriendly Skies. All three books should be read
to have a more comprehensive understanding of the complex corruption in government that is inflicting terrorism
and other harm to the people of the United States. Books are $28 each plus $4 shipping. Order all three and shipping is free. Order by calling 1-800-247-7389 or send check to DWP, POB 5, Alamo, CA 94507

